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12 study hacks for exams

Survive exams with Robert's study tips.

As those exams approach ever closer, what to study? and how to study effectively? are probably
the two most asked questions on student’s minds at the moment. So for those of you who have
found yourself reading this post, here are some study hacks for you togged through your exams!

Revise your lecture notes

Remember those notes that you were taking down four months ago? Well now is the time to
gather those and form them into easy to remember bullet points on sheets of paper. Anything on
Moodle or Blackboard is also key by the way, and don’t forget to ask your lecturers about
anything you are uncertain of.

YouTube / Google it

This is the other option if you haven’t done anything all semester. Not the best method as most
results will be vague and probably not specific to your course outline, but you have gotten this
far, so give it your best shot. Google “site:edu [subject] exam” to find some exams or questions
that might relate to your course.

Download apps to help you study

Flashcards are the alternative, but you might want to use a ‘digital’ version of flash cards to
remember your notes instead. Chegg Flashcards in one app that is free, Studyblue is another.

Ditch the laptop

If your gadgets are distracting you with social media and videos of dogs amazed by magic tricks
(cough, cough), then maybe it is time to ditch them in favour of the pen and paper. Handwriting
your notes will increase productivity, unless of course you have good self-control and are a
reasonably good at touch-typing, then continue as you were.

Tea Breaks

Take short intervals in between your studies. Caffeine is one solution, treating yourself to
whatever you fancy now and again may give you a confidence boost too. Some fresh air and
water to keep you alert and hydrated are also key. Some chewing gum will also help you
concentrate and possibly hold off any hunger.

Art Attack

Give those notes of yours a bit of colour. Highlighters are a bright colour for a reason, so maybe
the intense yellow, pink, or blue might catch your eye to those important buzzwords.

Plan your study

https://itunes.apple.com/ie/app/chegg-flashcards/id495398975?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.studyblue
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If you have a large chunk of information to take in, why not break it down into manageable
blocks of study. You may remember more by digesting pieces at a time rather than skim-reading
all your notes to no great effect.

Read aloud or pair up

Sometimes reading those words aloud and hearing them will help you remember better. Even
team up with a friend or classmate to help tackle those languages and previous exam questions.

Study space

If studying in the same room everyday isn’t your thing, or you become tired of the library.
Change your place of study to somewhere that you find stimulating but not distracting.The other
option is to create a den (NOT A SOFA FORT!) to spread out your notes and knuckle down.

Stay in bed

Yes, you have read that correctly, stay in bed and get some sleep. You need sleep to function
properly and not feel fatigued throughout the day, so ditch the all-nighters and shut your eyes.

Soundtrack your study

Listening to your favourite music will only distract you, so listen to some ambient (Sigur Ros) or
new music through those Spotify and Deezer accounts you have been using the past few months.
A good example of the balance between music and concentrating are video games, which curate
their soundtracks to keep you motivated and in a particular frame of mind throughout the story.

Find your study mode

Only you know the best way to study and retain notes you have written. If you cram or space out
your study, revise collectively or individually, find your way and stick to the plan.

 

If you want to write or contribute to Spunout simply drop an email to
editor@spunout.ie and tell us what you'd like to get off your chest!
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Exams… nature’s laxative

Millions of successful people failed the Leaving.

Exam survival

Tips on prepping for your exams.
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Exam Stress

Tips on how to avoid exam stress.
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